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1 Introduction

A cluster is an aggregate composed of a few to several million identical or different structural units like atoms and molecules. Clusters have attracted intense attention from scientific communities due to their practical and theoretical interest. In practice, clusters are of micro- to mesoscopic size, which leads to many amazing properties. For instance, gold clusters can help building novel materials and the icosahedral 13-atom platinum cluster has anomalous large diamagnetic susceptibility. Theoretically, clusters can be used to explore the size-dependence of properties from atomic to bulk level: Atomic clusters have been studied to predict the melting temperatures of neon and argon solids as well as crystal growth. Besides their wide applications, clusters are also attractive per se. They can have fascinating geometries, sometimes behave like a “superatom”, and be challenging cases for accurate quantum chemical methods.

Among the various aspects, searching the global minimum (GM) of a cluster is an important and fundamental topic, since the GM dominates for low temperature, at which many experiments involving clusters are performed. Unfortunately a GM search is usually a rather difficult task. The potential energy surface (PES) of a cluster containing structural units has degrees of freedom (DOFs). The number of local minima (LMs) increases exponentially with \( N \), and the complex distribution of these huge number of LMs makes the PES locally very rugged, making an “ergodic” sampling on the PES of large clusters by computer simulation nearly impossible. In fact, even by nature such ergodicity cannot be realized in the lifetime of the universe, according to, e.g., an estimation for a short peptide. However, nature can indeed fold a protein to its native structure (which often is the GM) in several seconds, which raises Levinthal’s paradox. Anyway, a successful deterministic search for the GM of a large cluster is usually impossible.

Mathematically, searching the GM of a cluster is a typical unconstrained global optimization problem, which is widely encountered in scientific, engineering, economic and social researches. The variables to be optimized are the position vectors or coordinates \( \mathbf{X} \equiv (r_1, \cdots, r_N) \equiv (x_1, y_1, z_1, \cdots, x_N, y_N, z_N) \) of the cluster, and the objective function is the potential energy function \( U(X) \). Almost all popular algorithms for global optimization are nondeterministic, which means that the chance of the obtained solution being the true GM is beyond a significant probability. In the context of cluster optimization, these algorithms fall into two groups: biased and unbiased ones. In a biased algorithm, the characters of the known GMs are used as much as possible. For example, for intermediate-size Lennard-Jones (LJ) clusters, based on the observation that the decahedral and icosahedral structures are more favored than the face-centered cubic (fcc) ones, a lattice construction scheme (LCS) can locate the putative GMs of LJ \( N = 150 \) to 1600) very efficiently. However, such strategy is not transferable to other kinds of clusters, since clusters of the same size can have GMs of quite distinct topology for different potentials and sometimes no reference GMs are
known. The unbiased algorithm is more general and makes no assumptions on what the GM should look like. Some algorithms perform the search with an individual cluster, e.g. basin hopping (BH), Monte Carlo minimization (MCM) and simulated annealing (SA), although SA is not as efficient as BH and MCM in this field. Other algorithms are the population-based ones. These algorithms manipulate the entire population (a collection of clusters with different geometry) and improve the individuals by some strategies to search the solution space. After a number of iterations, the GM will appear with some probability. One category are the evolutionary algorithms (EA), such as the genetic algorithm (GA) and differential evolution (DE). These algorithms mimic the biology evolution in nature, generating offsprings (clusters with new geometry) by crossover (e.g. “cut-and-splice”) or mutation of the individuals. Only the ones with high fitness (i.e. sufficiently low energy) can survive and in the best case after several generations (iterations) the offsprings with highest fitness (the GM) will dominate the population. They have been widely applied for clusters and the interested readers are referred to several excellent reviews and literatures therein. Another category are swarm intelligence algorithms, including particle swarm optimization (PSO), etc. They have been applied, e.g. prediction of crystal structures. Recently, some algorithms taking permutation space into account for the global optimization of multicomponent clusters have been proposed.

All optimization methods mentioned above have been proven to be efficient and successful for specific kinds of clusters. However, there remain still some problems to be solved in this field. First, many algorithms need a lot of input parameters which usually have to be set empirically and require a deeper knowledge of the method. The performance of the algorithms depends on the quality of the parameters significantly. Second, some codes can work well with a few kinds of potentials but not with others. Third, except for a few cases like CALYPSO, GMIN, OGOLEM, G42+, and some codes in the ASE project, there is no black-box program for nonexperts to perform the global optimization of clusters readily.

The purpose of the present work is dual. First, we introduce a relatively new optimization technique which was proposed in 2005, i.e. the artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm, to the field of GM search of clusters. We have modified it for our problem and its performance is examined. Second, we introduce ABCCluster (ABC for Clusters), which is an efficient, user-friendly and free software to perform the global optimization of clusters by the ABC algorithm. It will be shown that ABCCluster is a powerful tool for the global optimization of various kinds of clusters.

2 Theory

2.1 Potential Energy Functions

As mentioned above, searching the GM of a cluster of size \(N\) is actually the unconstrained global optimization of the potential energy function of \(3N\) variables:

\[
U(X) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i<j} u_2(r_{ij}) + \sum_{i<j<k} u_3(r_{ij}, r_{ik}, r_{jk}) + \cdots + u_N(r_{12}, \ldots, r_{N-1,N})
\]

\[
X \equiv (r_{11}, \ldots, r_{NN}) \equiv (x_1, y_1, z_1, \ldots, x_N, y_N, z_N)
\]

Here, \(U(X)\) can be a first-principle or phenomenological potential. In this work we only consider the latter. Many phenomenological potential functions contain only the pairwise interaction \(u_2(r)\) term in (1). The canonical Lennard-Jones or Morse potential belongs to this class. However, in modern computational chemistry the polarization and delocalization of the structural units of a cluster, i.e. the many-body terms beyond \(u_2(r)\), must be taken into account, since otherwise the properties of the clusters computed may turn out to be very inaccurate. Therefore, many-body potentials will also be considered. In our program ABCCluster, the following potentials will be examined (from here on the cluster of size \(N\) interacted by the potential “U” will by denoted by \(U_N\)):

1. Coulomb–Born–Mayer potential (CBM). Two-body potential. CBM are very suitable for a description of ionic clusters. The exponential term (Born–Mayer potential) reflects the Pauli repulsion. Here \(q\), \(B\) and \(\rho\) stands for the charge, repulsion strength, and repulsion range of the particles, respectively.

\[
U_{CBM} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j<i} \left( \frac{e^2}{4\pi\epsilon_0 r_{ij}} + B_{ij} \exp \left( -\frac{r_{ij}}{\rho_{ij}} \right) \right)
\]

2. Lennard-Jones potential (LJ). Two-body potential. This classic “12–6” potential is widely used to describe the dispersion interaction in chemistry. It is also a very important benchmark model to test the performance of global optimization algorithms. Here \(\epsilon\) and \(\sigma\) are the pair well depth and the equilibrium distance, respectively.

\[
U_{LJ} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j<i} 4\epsilon_{ij} \left( \frac{\sigma_{ij}}{r_{ij}} \right)^{12} - \left( \frac{\sigma_{ij}}{r_{ij}} \right)^6
\]

3. Morse potential (M). Two-body potential. This is a more advanced form than the harmonic potential for the description of the vibration of molecules, since it also considers anharmonic effects. The parameters \(\epsilon\), \(\beta\) and \(\rho\) are the pair well depth, equilibrium distance and force range, respectively. A smaller \(\beta\) indicates a longer force range. Usually \(n = 2\). A larger \(n\) leads to a steeper potential well.

\[
U_M = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j<i} \left( \exp \left( -n\beta_{ij} \left( r_{ij} - r_0 \right) \right) - n \exp \left( -\beta_{ij} \left( r_{ij} - r_0 \right) \right) \right)
\]

4. Z potential (Z). Two-body potential. This is inspired by an earlier potential proposed by Dzugutov, which was designed to study glass formation. Unlike CBM, LJ and M potentials, they contain minima as well as maxima, which make the close-packing energetically unfavourable and lead...
to amorphous structures. Here, \( r_c \) is a cutoff distance beyond which the interaction disappears (denoted by the Heaviside function \( \theta (r_c - r_{ij}) \)), and \( k_F \) is the wave vector at the Fermi level.

\[
U_Z = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j<i}^{N} \left( a_{ij} \cos \left( \frac{2k_F r_{ij}}{r_{ij}} \right) + b \left( \frac{\sigma}{r_{ij}} \right)^n + V_0 \right) \theta (r_c - r_{ij}) \tag{6}
\]

5. Gupta potential\(^{47} (G_N)\). Many-body potential. This is derived from a second-moment approximation of tight-binding theory and is a very important potential for modeling metals, consisting of a repulsive short-ranged pairwise term (the exponential part) and an attractive embedded-atom term (the square root part). The parameters in the potential are fitted to bulk properties.

\[
U_G = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{j=1 \atop j \neq i}^{N} A_{ij} \exp \left( -p_{ij} \left( \frac{r_{ij}}{d_{ij}} - 1 \right) \right) \right) - \sqrt{\rho (r_i)} \tag{7}
\]

where:

\[
\rho (r_i) = \sum_{j=1 \atop j \neq i}^{N} e_{ij}^2 \exp \left( -2q_{ij} \left( \frac{r_{ij}}{d_{ij}} - 1 \right) \right) \tag{8}
\]

The functional form of the potential has deep implications on the shape of the GM. An interesting example is that for a Gupta cluster of \( N = 13 \), whose two different sets of parameters for gold can lead to an icosahedron and a disordered GM, respectively. The form further affects the difficulty to locate the GM. On the PES, the number of LMs does not only increase exponentially with the cluster size \( N \) as mentioned above, but it also increases as the force range of the potential decreases\(^{48,49} \). Thus, the search of GMs is easier for long-ranged potentials like CBM. For short-ranged or multimodal ones, the PES can be of multi-funnel topography (see Figure 1), like LJ\(^{50} \) or \( Z_N^{44} \), leading to GMs of a less compact or even hollow shape\(^{44} \). This is because the finite force range and the presence of the maxima lead to the existence of many barriers, making the GM rather rugged. Thus, the GM search algorithm may be trapped in the deep funnel of a LM by these barriers\(^{51,52} \).

In order to increase the efficiency of the GM search algorithm, two strategies have been applied. First, a good initial guess. A “perfect” GM search algorithm should locate the GM from an arbitrary initial guess. However, due to the high complexity and dimension of the PES mentioned above, this may take an extremely long time for some potentials. Thus, besides the random initial guess, one could also include a “seed guess”, which is formed e.g. by adding atoms to the GM structures of clusters of smaller sizes. In fact, for some disordered metallic clusters, the global optimization cannot succeed without such seeds\(^{53} \). In the present work for most cases we did not make use of seeded guesses in order to investigate the efficiency of the unbiased algorithm. Second, one should “smooth” the PES to reduce its ruggedness\(^{1} \). In this work we use\(^{54} \):

\[
\tilde{U}(X) = \text{min} : \{U(X)\} \tag{9}
\]

where “min” means performing a local optimization of \( U \) starting from \( X \). As shown in Figure 1, this removes the barriers along the downhill movement towards a funnel, making the optimization more efficient\(^{54} \). This transformation resembles the Lamarckian genetic algorithm used in the molecular docking software AutoDock\(^{55} \), and has been widely applied in the global optimization of clusters. Unfortunately, (9) cannot remove the barriers between different funnels, which is the main bottleneck of a global optimization algorithm. In the following, the ABC algorithm will be used to search for the GM of clusters, which is the essential function of our program ABCluster.

Fig. 1 An illustration of a typical PES topography. The original PES \( U \) has 3 funnels with different ruggedness and width, with the true GM located in funnel 1. After smoothing we get \( \tilde{U} \), then the barriers along the downhill movement toward a funnel are removed since the PES becomes staircase-like, see e.g. funnel 3. However, the barriers separating different funnels still exist.

2.2 Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm in ABCluster

The artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm, which is a swarm intelligence based one, was first proposed by Karaboga in 2005\(^{37} \). It was inspired by the foraging behavior of honey bee colonies. In these colonies, the honey bees want to find the best nectar sources. To efficiently achieve this, the bees are specialized for different tasks. In the model of the ABC algorithm, there are three kinds of bees: employed, onlooker and scout bees. Each bee can find nectar and estimate its “quality”. More importantly, it can share this information to other bees by e.g., a waggle dance. This communication between the individuals is fundamental to the random and feedback behaviors of the colony. In one search cycle, the employed bees look for new nectar sources based on their own as well as other bees’ knowledge. Then, the onlooker bees communicate with the employed bees and look for new nectar sources around the “good” ones. Based on the feedback from employed and onlooker bees, the nectar sources of low quality will be discarded and the scout bees search for the new ones. After several cycles, a “best” nectar source is finally selected.

The ABC algorithm models the above-mentioned behavior of bee colonies. Extensive descriptions of the ABC algorithm can be found in some reviews\(^{56–58} \). In the context of the global optimization of a cluster, a trial solution \( X \) is the nectar source and...
the potential energy $U(X)$ is its quality (a lower numeric value indicates a higher quality). The parameters needed for a global optimization with the ABC algorithm are the following: the size of the population of trial solutions $SN$, the scout limit $g_{\text{limit}}$ and the maximum cycle number $g_{\text{max}}$. The cluster is characterized by its size $N$, the estimated maximum coordinate value $L$, and of course the potential parameters. Now, the global optimization (foraging) can be performed (see Figure 2 for a flowchart):

1. Initialize the population: $X_1, \cdots, X_{SN}$. One can use random initial guesses: each component of $X_i^g$ is randomly taken from the range $[0,L]$. For difficult cases a seeded guess is used, which is usually the GM of the cluster of size $N - 1$ plus one atom randomly positioned. Then all the structures are locally optimized by the limited-memory-Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) algorithm\(^{59}\).

2. Modelling employed bees: in cycle $g$, for each $X_i^g$ ($i = 1, \cdots, SN$), a new trial solution $V_i$ according to other $X_j^g$'s ($j = 1, \cdots, SN, j \neq i$) (information sharing) is generated (employed bee search). Here we use the trigonometric mutation operator\(^{60}\):

   $$V_i = \frac{1}{3} \left( X_i^g + X_k^g + X_h^g \right) + \left( p_2 - p_1 \right) \left( X_i^g - X_k^g \right) + \left( p_3 - p_2 \right) \left( X_i^g - X_h^g \right)$$

   (10)

   where $k_1, k_2$ and $k_3$ are random integers in $\{1, \cdots, SN\}$ and $k_1 \neq k_2 \neq k_3 \neq i$.

   $$p_m = \frac{|U(X_k)|}{|U(X_i)| + |U(X_k)| + |U(X_h)|} \quad (m = 1, 2, 3)$$

   (11)

   $U$ is the transformed potential energy function (9), where the local optimization "min" is realized by the L-BFGS algorithm\(^{59}\) mentioned above. The operator (10) can exchange the information within the population very efficiently, e.g. in the DE algorithm\(^{60, 61}\). Then this solution is updated with a greedy selection scheme (12):

   $$X_i^{g+1} = \begin{cases} V_i, & \text{if } U(V_i) < U(X_i^g) \\ X_i^g, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

   (12)

3. Modelling onlooker bees: after the employed bee search, each onlooker bee will select a "good" solution $X_i^g$, and a new trial solution $V_i$ is generated again according to other $X_j^g$'s ($j = 1, \cdots, SN, j \neq k$). There are two ways of selecting the "good" ones, the roulette wheel and tournament selection\(^{25}\). In the former way one solution is selected with a probability proportional to its quality; however, this strategy has a large bias on the best solution $X_{\text{best}}^g$ (the one with lowest energy in the population), which reduces the efficiency of the algorithm. Thus the tournament selection strategy is used. In this way, $N_{\text{players}}$ (in this work, $N_{\text{players}} = 5$) individuals are randomly selected from the population and the best one (with lowest energy) is chosen. To use the information that $X_i^g$ being "good", we generate $V_k$ based on $X_i^g$, i.e. (13)

4. Modelling scout bees: after the onlooker bee search, each $X_i^g$ ($i = 1, \cdots, SN$) is examined. If $X_i^g$ does not change in the last $g_{\text{limit}}$ cycles, it will be replaced by a random trial solution $X_i^{g+1}$ (scout bee search) no matter whether it is better than $X_i^g$ or not. Without scout bees the algorithm may converge to a LM too fast and then be trapped in, like a PSO algorithm. In fact, scout bee search is very important for keeping the diversity of the solution population and jumping out the funnel around a LM.

5. If $g \geq g_{\text{max}}$, the algorithm is accomplished, otherwise go to step 2.

One can realize: the random assignment of some solutions introduces fluctuations into the system; the employed and onlooker bee searches introduce multiple interactions; the onlooker and scout bee searches introduce positive and negative feedback, respectively. These four characteristics are fundamental for a dynamical system being self-organizing\(^{64}\). This makes it a very attractive algorithm compared with other ones. This is due to the fact that, rather than assigning a crossover or mutation rate manually like in the DE\(^{61}\) or PSO algorithms, the self-organization can automatically provide the mechanism to keep the diversity of the solutions as well as guarantee the population evolving positively in an efficient way. For example, in a study\(^ {56}\) of the global optimization of 23 benchmark functions, it was found that ABC performs better than or at least similar to the GA, DE or PSO algorithms. Thus, the ABC algorithm has gained extensive applications in many problems\(^{58}\). In chemistry, it has been used in the optimization of force field parameters\(^ {65}\), the prediction of the protein secondary structure\(^ {66}\), etc.

Before we discuss the performance of ABCluster for the global optimization of clusters, we note that some previous work has also tried the ABC algorithm for this purpose\(^ {67, 68}\). However, those studies only tested medium-sized systems ($N \leq 50$) and a few potentials. They used simple move operators rather than the more sophisticated operators (10) and (13). We will show that our implementation can be effective for larger clusters and a wide variety of potentials.
The GMs were rendered by CYLview and the potentials shown in Table 1. All the tests were accomplished with the ABC algorithm to search the GMs of clusters with 43. The ABC algorithm for searching the GM of clusters used in Fig. 2. The CBM potential (3) involves the long-ranged Coulomb interaction and thus it is the easiest case for the GM search. We chose the ionic cluster (MgO)$_2$ for benchmarking. In a work by Roberts and Johnston’s results $^7$, the GM changes from cuboidal to cage structures. Here we set $Q$ as 1, 1.5 and 2 on the ions, corresponding to $U_{CBMQ1}$, $U_{CBMQ1.5}$ and $U_{CBMQ2}$, respectively, in Table 1 (see also Figure 3A). The results are given in Table 2 and Figure 4. It is found that $N = 25$ is a difficult case, since it required much more steps to locate the GMs than $N = 22$ did. In fact, it is also a difficult case for the GA.$^7$ The reason is that there exists a LM (Energy: $-193.8975$ eV) which is energetically very close to the GM. Nevertheless, for $U_{CBMQ1}$ and $U_{CBMQ2}$ our GMs completely agree with Roberts and Johnston’s results.$^7$ Moreover, we found that for small clusters ($N \leq 20$) the GMs with $Q = 1.5$ are tube structures, being different from those with $Q = 1$. Thus, for ionic clusters with components carefully tuned, one may get many fascinating structures. Since the ABC algorithm is very efficient for locating GMs of ionic clusters, it has great potential in aiding the design of nanocrystals, as long as the potential energy function is accurate.

3.2 The Lennard-Jones, Morse and Z Potential
These potentials are all short-ranged. The former two are unimodal while the last one is multimodal. The potential parameters are given in Table 1, and the results are shown in Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5. Some GMs are shown in Figure 5.
suggests that the GM of potentials of different force range can be quite different. Figure 5 shows a deep and broad funnel. Thus the impact of the force range on the global optimization is easier for the former one. Table 4 reveals that it is in fact much easier: even for the largest cluster M_{30} the ABC algorithm can only locate a GM which is very close to the ABC algorithm parameters: \( SN = 100, r_{\text{limit}} = 5, r_{\text{max}} = 600 \)

Initial guess: random

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential</th>
<th>((\text{MgO})_N)</th>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Energy (eV)</th>
<th>Reference (^d) (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(U_{\text{CBMQ1}}) 17 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-123.1609</td>
<td>-123.1643</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 2</td>
<td>-154.6450</td>
<td>-154.6494</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 2</td>
<td>-170.1977</td>
<td>-170.2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 327</td>
<td>-194.1070</td>
<td>-194.1125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(U_{\text{CBMQ1.5}}\) 16 1 | 1 | -314.6231 | \(N/A\) |
| 20 10 | -394.7516 | \(N/A\) |
| 22 1 | -454.6638 | \(N/A\) |
| 25 49 | -495.0921 | \(N/A\) |

\(U_{\text{CBMQ2}}\) 16 1 | 1 | -624.8734 | -624.8921 |
| 20 5 | -783.3009 | -783.3243 |
| 22 22 | -861.6615 | -861.7859 |
| 25 521 | -980.5489 | -980.5783 |

\(^d\) The reference energies are calculate by "\(E_{g} \times N_{\text{mol}}\)" from Table 2 of Ref. 73. The small difference between the energy and the reference is due to the different precision of "\(\frac{E_{g}}{N_{\text{mol}}}\)" in (3).

From Table 3, the difficulty in locating the GM of LJ increases with the size \(N\). The ABC algorithm finds the true GM in \(r_{\text{max}}\) steps for all cases except for LJ_{75}. This is a very difficult case since its PES has two funnels: a broad and deep one corresponding to an icosahedral LM (with energy \(−396.2822\) as we found), and a very narrow one leading to the Marks decahedral GM. Thus the ABC algorithm is easily trapped in the icosahedral funnel. This is of course a drawback of the algorithm, but it also suggests that the trapped region is of high entropy. Thus, at finite temperature the LM in this region may dominate. In Figure 5, the GM of LJ_{30} is given as an example.

The results for the Morse potential are also interesting. From Figure 3B we know that \(U_{\text{ML2}}\) is longer-ranged than \(U_{\text{MS2}}\), which implies that the global optimization is easier for the former one. Table 4 reveals that it is in fact much easier: even for the largest cluster M_{30} with \(U_{\text{ML2}}\), the GM is located at the first step! For \(U_{\text{Ny}}\) with \(U_{\text{MS2}}\) it may need several thousand steps, and for \(M_{35}\) and \(M_{40}\) the ABC algorithm can only locate a LM which is very close to the GM in energy in 15000 steps, suggesting that the LM is in a deep and broad funnel. Thus the impact of the force range on the search of the GM is emphasized here again. The GMs for the potentials of different force range can be quite different. Figure 5 suggests that the GM of \(M_{40}\) with \(U_{\text{ML2}}\) is icosahedral based while that with \(U_{\text{MS2}}\) is a fcc structure.

The finite force range and multimodality of the Z potential (see Figure 3C) leads to a multi-funnel and very rugged topography of its PES, and the GMs tend to be of quite unexpected shape. Indeed, Table 5 reveals that it is the most difficult case for LM search. Taking \(Z_{50}\) in Figure 5 as an example, the algorithm is easily trapped into a (relatively) compact LM funnel, while the GM is hollow!

### 3.3 The Gupta Potential

The Gupta potential is of many-body type and has been widely applied in the study of metals and alloys. Here we chose the Gupta potentials for platinum and zinc as testing cases. The reason for choosing Pt and Zn is that they tend to form regular and disordered GMs, respectively, representing two different kinds of potentials. Moreover, due to their functional forms, the PES could be very flat, leading to slow convergence. Thus, we used a small \(r_{\text{limit}}\) to accelerate the search. Also, for these potentials, especially for zinc whose GMs are disordered, the ABC algorithm may require quite a lot of steps to locate the GM starting from a random guess. Therefore for large clusters we use a seeded initial guess. For example, for Pt_{40}, we use an initial guess obtained by adding 2 atoms to the GM of Pt_{38}. The results are given in Table 6.

For platinum clusters, all the searches succeeded as long as good initial guesses were provided. For zinc clusters, however, it becomes more difficult. Even using a seeded guess cannot avoid the failures (not shown). Figure 3D reveals that the Gupta poten-
ential for zinc is much shorter-ranged than that for platinum, which leads to a rugged PES and a disordered GM. This explains why the ABC algorithm has a poor performance for zinc clusters. In Figure 5, we can see that Pt\textsubscript{38} has a fcc structure, but Zn\textsubscript{38} is rather disordered.

### 3.4 Selection of the Algorithm Parameters

We show the minimal energy evolution during the optimization for some cases in Figure 6. We can see that for two-body potentials the optimization shows several plateaus. A plateau indicates that the optimization stagnates, being trapped in a LM funnel. For instance, the largest plateau of M\textsubscript{50} with \(U_{\text{MS2}}\) (see Figure 6B) implies that this is a very broad and deep funnel.

For many-body potentials, the optimization exhibits strong oscillations. This is because the PES is so flat that the energies of the population are very close, thus even the “best” solutions are often updated by the scout bees. Nevertheless, the optimization shows an overall downhill movement, although it can be very slow. For Pt\textsubscript{38} in Figure 6C, the optimization found a LM with energy \(-199.9001\) at the 2042th step, however it took more than 20000 steps to locate the GM with energy \(-199.9418\). This gives us some guidance on how to set the three algorithm parameters: \(SN\), \(g_{\text{limit}}\) and \(g_{\text{max}}\) in practice. According to our tests, a \(SN\) between 50 to 100 is sufficient. The \(g_{\text{limit}}\) can be set as 5 for two-body potentials, and 2 for many-body potentials. The \(g_{\text{max}}\) should be big for short-ranged potentials or large clusters to enable the algorithm to escape from LM funnels. In practice, it is better to run a global optimization several times starting from different initial guesses, increasing the probability of locating the true GM.

### 4 Conclusion

In this work, we have successfully introduced a new unbiased, swarm intelligence based algorithm, i.e., the artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm, to the field of global minimum search of clusters. Compared with other algorithms, it requires only three parameters: \(SN\), \(g_{\text{limit}}\) and \(g_{\text{max}}\), which are very easy to tune in practice. From the benchmarks, we see that the ABC algorithm exhibits excellent performance for long-ranged potentials. This makes it useful in searching the stable structures for ionic or dispersion bound clusters. For glassy and metallic clusters described by short-ranged or many-body potentials, the performance is not so encouraging since the algorithm is often trapped into some LM funnels. Of course, in principle if we set a very large \(g_{\text{max}}\), we can always find the true GM for those difficult cases. Since the ABC algorithm is relatively new, it still has potential to be improved, e.g., combined with the basin-sampling strategy to overcome the difficulty of trapping in a LM funnel\textsuperscript{75}. Our laboratory is currently exploring this possibility.

The algorithm is very promising in quickly providing initial ge-
If the minimal energy evolution during the optimization for some cases. On the Y axis is the difference between the minimal energy at that step and then energy of GM (i.e. $E(\text{Step}) - E_{\text{GM}}$).

### Table 6 Benchmark for the Gupta potential. The difficult cases are marked with a "*"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential</th>
<th>GNS</th>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Energy (eV)</th>
<th>Reference $^{53,54}$ (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U_Pt</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>−64.9163</td>
<td>−64.9163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>23567</td>
<td>−101.9734</td>
<td>−101.9734</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>24081</td>
<td>−156.2636</td>
<td>−156.2636</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>22947</td>
<td>−199.9418</td>
<td>−199.9418</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 (*)</td>
<td>23153</td>
<td>−210.5891</td>
<td>−210.6938</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 (*)</td>
<td>29985</td>
<td>−265.1495</td>
<td>−265.5774</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Initial guess: seeded

| U_Pt | 40 | 8978 | −210.6938 | −210.6938 |
| 50 | 14829 | −265.5773 | −265.5774 |

### Table 6 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential</th>
<th>GNS</th>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Energy (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U_Zn</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4567</td>
<td>−17.0321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 (*)</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>−26.3868</td>
<td>−26.3954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>9847</td>
<td>−39.7682</td>
<td>−39.7682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>19304</td>
<td>−50.4929</td>
<td>−50.4999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 (*)</td>
<td>28378</td>
<td>−53.1587</td>
<td>−53.1821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 (*)</td>
<td>25441</td>
<td>−66.5748</td>
<td>−66.6019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ABC algorithm parameters: SN = 50, $r_{\text{min}} = 2$, $r_{\text{max}} = 30000$

Initial guess: random

ABC algorithm parameters: SN = 50, $r_{\text{min}} = 2$, $r_{\text{max}} = 30000$

Initial guess: random

Table 6 Benchmark for the Gupta potential. The difficult cases are marked with a "*"

omemtries of small and medium-sized clusters for chemists' further exploration. However, one should also realize that the phenomenological potentials (3)–(7) are often obtained by fitting bulk properties and thus may be inaccurate for clusters of small size. For instance, one can obtain GMs of quite different shape for lead clusters when different potentials are used. Thus, in a study the potential function must be carefully constructed and the obtained GMs should be interpreted with caution.

The ABC algorithm described in this work has been integrated into the program ABCluster, enabling both non-experts and experts to apply this algorithm readily. More potentials, or generally any “objective functions” can be integrated into the program, not limited to the ones discussed in this paper. Therefore our program is a useful tool in studying various kinds of clusters for researchers from chemistry and perhaps other fields.
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